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European Data Gateways Declaration



Context

Europe is becoming dependent on a few big players on its connectivity with the rest of the world. 



European Data Gateways as a key 
element of the EU’s Digital Decade

27 European countries signed the Declaration on 'European Data Gateways as a key element of the EU's Digital 

Decade', in which they committed to reinforce connectivity between Europe and its partners in Africa, Asia, 

the European Neighbourhood and Latin America. The focus will be on terrestrial and submarine cables, satellites 

and network links for increased and secure data exchange. The EU already has strong data protection standards 

and high-quality internal connectivity. By improving its global connectivity networks, it can become a global, 

secure and agile data centre.



Highlights

European Data Gateways as a key element of the EU’s Digital Decade

 Highlighted the importance of international connectivity

 Identified four international gateway platforms relevant for the UE 
(EU-Atlantic, EU-Mediterranean, EU-North Sea & Arctic, EU-Baltic-to-Black Sea)

 Called for action to improve conditions that transform the EU into a world-class 

competitive data center

 Commitment to digital initiatives focused on international connectivity

 Commitment to using funds when private investments are not enough (e.g., RRF, 

CEF2, PED) 



European Data Gateways
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Call for action

The Member States welcome the inclusion of the European Data Gateway Platforms concept in 

Europe’s Digital Decade Communication and call on the European Commission to:

 Conduct a study to map digital public and private connectivity infrastructures

 Estimate the incoming/outgoing data flow volumes to/from the different parts of the World

 Explore the feasibility of a Digital Connectivity Fund

 Designate submarine cables as part of the EU’s critical infrastructure

 Seek opportunities for cooperation on international connectivity with like-minded partners that 

share the EU’s vision of a human-centric digital transformation



The Portuguese ambition 



Portuguese contribution

Portugal intends to contribute in a constructive and innovative way to the constitution of the EU 

Data-Gateway Platforms, in particular with regard to its contribution to the EU Atlantic Data-

Gateway Platform.

 One of the areas where Portugal intends to innovate is in services related to submarine cables:

 services to be provided to telecom submarine cables

 value-added services provided by telecom submarine cables



Portuguese national maritime space

The Portuguese national maritime space will be increasingly used by submarine cables and that 

brings additional responsibilities for the country. In near future, it is foreseen up to 20% of total 

international submarine cables will cross Portuguese national maritime space.



Portuguese strategic location

Portuguese national maritime space has natural conditions for International submarine cables

 Mainland:

 Azores:

 Madeira:

 geographic location: western and southern part of EU – easy to interconnect cables from the South, North and West 

without terrestrial transiting

 variety of sandy coasts with abrupt slopes reaching deep sea quickly

 geographical location: midway New York – Brussels, entering/outgoing door of EU reallocated 1.500 kms to West

 coasts with abrupt slopes reaching deep sea quickly

 geographical location: entering/outgoing door of EU reallocated 1.000 kms to South

 coasts with abrupt slopes reaching deep sea quickly



Public services to be offered to Submarine Cables

Surveillance and Protection Service of Submarine Cables in Portuguese maritime space 

 To produce warnings and alerts to ships nearby submarine cables routes within Portuguese maritime 

space, being integrated with other collected data from dry and wet detection.

Easy Licensing and Permits for Submarine Cables



Public services to be offered by Submarine Cables

Environment and seismic detection using telecom submarine cables as a contribute for the UN 

sustainable development goals

 LEA (Listening to the Earth under the Atlantic) is a consortium with two public Institutes and one not-for-

profit organization, of public interest.

 LEA partners are members of the Joint Task Force SMART Cables, https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-

T/climatechange/task-force-sc/Pages/default.aspx



Portuguese ambition

Reinforcement of the development of initiatives that enhance the improvement of Portugal's 

strategic positioning within the scope of international connectivity

 Implementation of the ring between the mainland and the islands of Açores and Madeira.

 Reinforcement of initiatives within the scope of R&D and the implementation of the SMART component in 

submarine cables, aiming at Portuguese leadership in this area

 Improvement of attractiveness and competitiveness conditions for the landing of submarine cables in 

Portugal, fine-tuning its legal framework and promoting the speeding up of licensing

 Improvement of conditions for attracting investments in the digital market linked to the connectivity 

strategy (e.g., implementation of datacenters and commercial exploitation of data and systems, innovation 

hubs and scientific exploration of data, among others)

 Development of mechanisms for knowledge of installed capacity/connectivity, promoting its 

dissemination as a strategic element of attractiveness in the context of the global digital market
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